Every April, Rose City Motorcycle Club
(RCMC) mails out its highly anticipated annual
ROSE CITY Grand Tour passports,
highlighting 19-20 assorted
checkpoints/destinations scattered throughout
the Northwest. Receiving the Grand Tour
booklet ignites my dreams to plan rides to new
places. I have affectionately subtitled my annual
tour booklet Blueprint for Another Season of
Travel Adventures!
Below are brief glimpses of a half dozen
memorable routes and destinations encountered
during my two-plus decades traveling to
checkpoints during the annual Grand Tours:
BLUE MOUNTAIN SCENIC BYWAY, OR,
is an east-west scenic alternative to driving the
I-84 freeway, roughly connecting Arlington and
Baker City. From Heppner, this route follows
Willow Creek, awash with vivid green pastures,
homey ranches, picture-perfect farm homes,
livestock and meandering streams. The upper
elevations of the byway are heavily forested,
with numerous sweeping turns, stunning
viewpoints and tranquil campgrounds.
DOUGLAS PASS, CO, near the western
border of Colorado, is bisected by Hwy 139.
Views from the summit include the regal LaSal
Mountains 95 miles away in Utah, and a lush,
mammoth valley showing traces of the hairpin
turns of Hwy 139 winding up the mountain. The
narrow and twisty road is a superb drive for
motorcyclists, but be on the alert for heavy
truck traffic.
GLACIER NATIONAL PARK, MT, has
many classical attractions; pristine lakes,
soaring mountains, glaciers (rapidly melting),
stunning waterfalls (some splashing on the
roadway), elegant Swiss-style chalets for food
and lodging, tour busses, wildlife, and
numerous viewpoints. Going-to-the-Sun Road
crosses the Continental Divide and leads you
into the heart of the park. This famous road,
etched into the side of granite cliffs, is stunning
yet demands your full attention-guardrails are
scarce.
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ICEFIELDS PARKWAY, AB, CANADA,
parallels the Continental Divide in the
southern Canadian Rockies and is often called
the most scenic highway in the world. This
truly majestic highway weaves around
turquoise lakes, rugged peaks, glaciers,
interpretive viewpoints, roaring rapids and
waterfalls, and wildlife (bears, elk and
mountain goats).
SEQUOIA NATIONAL PARK, CA, is east
of Visalia. For motorcyclists who like curves,
this is a dream ride. From the Ash Mountain
south entrance, you travel on some of the
most twisty, scenic, challenging, rewarding
miles imaginable. Roads are carved into the
rock faces of granite cliffs, narrow tunnels are
punched through rock outcroppings, countless
hairpin curves require your full attention, yet
also draw your eyes to spectacular views.
This thrilling ride periodically leads you into
whisper-quiet driving in the shade of massive
Sequoia trees.
WALLOWA NATIONAL FOREST
SCENIC BYWAY (FOREST ROAD #39),
OR, winds through a stately forest and links
the communities of Joseph and Halfway.
Whitewater streams rumble beside the road.
The Hells Canyon Overlook provides a
panoramic view of the deepest canyon in
North America, as well as the Seven Devils
and McCall mountains in Idaho.
These well-known destinations barely scratch
the surface of the roads you will drive and the
splendor you will see during an annual ROSE
CITY GRAND TOUR. Visiting the alwaysinviting checkpoints every year will provide
many hours of adventurous motorcycle
riding, showcase the natural grandeur of the
Northwest, allow you to meet gracious and
helpful people during your travels, and reveal
glimpses of our region's history. Now, isn't
that just Grand?

